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Abstract. Sustainability has already been seen to impact positively the competitive advantage of an enterprise. Nonetheless managing sustainability still too often represents a conundrum. Consequently, the aim of this article is to help managers of manufacturing enterprises to understand, from an integrative perspective, the impact of the concept of sustainability onto their enterprise, with the
objective to increase their long-term success. Thus, it was first assayed, if sustainability is a strategy and what are its main characteristics. To ensure validity,
we leaned on the most renowned definitions of “strategy”. Secondly, an integrative framework for sustainability in manufacturing enterprises was designed, depicting the interrelations among the enterprise’s core elements (strategies, tactics,
operations) and also with the environment (legislature and market), while dedicating special attention the concept of “fit”. The results altogether creates the
cornerstone of the strategy of sustainability for manufacturing enterprises.
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1.

Introduction

According to the National Association of Manufacturers, the manufacturing sector
has the highest economic multiplier effect of all sectors [1]. Thus, manufacturing plays
one of the key roles not only from an economic, but also from a social perspective, as
it is a crucial provider of jobs. However, due to an increasing global competition, manufacturing enterprises in mature economies are facing a challenge how to grow on the
long-term, while providing high quality jobs within a much stricter legislative environment then some of their peer countries. Thus, they are forced to define new sustainable
but competitive growth alternatives. Namely, a single-minded focus on economic sustainability can succeed only in the short run; though, while long-term success requires
all three dimensions of sustainability - economic, society and environment [2], [3].
Those three dimensions of sustainability are called the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) [4]
through which an enterprise can create more long term value and achieve a higher long
term competitive advantage, while encountering fewer risks [2], [5]–[7]. However, sustainability brings many challenges. Namely, managers are realizing that sustainability
is becoming part of their business, but they fear the risk of failing in dealing with it [8].
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They have trouble understanding the incorporation of sustainability and the implications of their actions on long-term success [9]. Thus the difficulty is no longer whether
to implement sustainability, but how [10]. Hence, as sustainability in enterprises still
represents a conundrum, the aim of this article is to help managers of manufacturing
enterprises understand, from an integrative perspective, the integration of sustainability, in order to enable them to exploit it as a new basis for long-term competitive advantage. Consequently, the following research questions are set: a) is sustainability in
a manufacturing enterprise really a strategy and if it is so, which are its main characteristics, b) in which elements of the enterprise (strategic, tactical, operational) is sustainability applicable and what are the interrelations among them, c) what is the impact of
the environment (legislature and market)? The results will be twofold: first depicting
the main characteristics of sustainability as a strategy and secondly, through an integrative sustainability framework, identifying and assaying the main previously mentioned
interrelations. Those two sets of results together represents the cornerstone of sustainability in manufacturing enterprises.
The value of this work for managers of manufacturing enterprises lies in helping
them optimize their market position by using sustainability and to optimize its management. As for theory, it offers the first integrative framework for sustainability as a strategy for a manufacturing enterprise, taking into account the concept of fit. The article
goes as following. After the literature review, the main definitions of the term “strategy” are assayed and applied on the concept of sustainability. In the next step, the main
results are synthesized into an integrative framework.

2. Literature review
Following the concept of sustainability science [11], this article is per se transdisciplinary, gathering the main pillars steaming from manufacturing, sustainability and
strategy. Sustainable development goes back to Agenda 21 [12], an important policy
document for sustainable development that was adopted at the Rio World Summit in
1992. Sustainability has many definitions, though the most famous is probably from
Brundtland’s report [13]: “… the ability to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. Though there are
many other definitions of suitability, the framework of the TBL [4] is chosen to work
with in this article, as it is depicting the economic, social and environmental aspect of
sustainability. Regardless of its high-level principal, sustainability can still be monitored, assessed and reported. An organization’s performance in the wider context of
sustainability is presented via reporting, using e.g. GRIG4 reporting guidelines. Another possibility to identify in more detail relevant elements of sustainability is to use a
priority matrix[14]. Nonetheless, sustainability comes down to subjective rating, as the
criteria and their indicators are mostly chosen and calculated based on opinion of experts, although much more exact techniques are also employed in the context of environmental sustainability like the Life Cycle Assessment technique[15].
Sustainability on the enterprise level is most often referred to as corporate sustainability. According to the Dow Jones Sustainability Index – it is a business approach that
creates long-term shareholder value [9]. Interestingly sustainability within an enterprise
seems to enable an early-mover advantage in international markets [16] or should even

go as far as underpinning the current business models that are based on the idea to sell
as much products as possible [17]. Sustainability has also been linked with the strategic
management tool the Balanced Scored Board [18], resulting in a Sustainability Balanced Scorecard encompassing a perspective of the three pillars of sustainability [19].
Sustainability, the social part, has been also scrutinized in relation to manufacturing
[20]. Regardless of its positive impact, sustainability is also criticized. It is argued that
the concept is useless because it cannot be adequately defined [21] or that the term
“sustainable development” is oxymoronic; how can something develop if it is to remain
the same (i.e. “sustainable”)? [22]. As identified, sustainability represents a high-level
guidance that is certainly useful to some extent, however do not meet the rigid requirements to fully operationalize sustainable development in all the levels of the enterprise
integrally, while taking into account the specificities of a manufacturing enterprise.

3. Methodology
This article conceptualizes the strategy of sustainability within a manufacturing enterprise. The dependent variable is long-term competitive advantage of a manufacturing
enterprise. The independent variable is the strategy of sustainability. In this context, it
is first delved if sustainability can even be considered as a strategy, by benchmarking
it against the most renowned definitions of this term. Basing the conceptualization of
the strategy of sustainability on rigid criteria in intermediate steps, it allow us to avoid
the “problem of demarcation”; thus the article draws on Karl Popper’s philosophy and
onto its “falsificationism”, claiming that “a hypothesis is scientific if and only if it has
the potential to be refuted by some possible observation” [23]. In the spirit of this philosophy, we included strict criteria enabling us to critically refute the propositions made
in this article.

4. Model development
In order to identify the cornerstones of the strategy of sustainability for a manufacturing enterprise, the following conceptualization steps are followed. First, in order to
position with validity sustainability into a manufacturing enterprise, it has to be reviewed if it can be treated as a strategy and what are its main characteristics. To scrutinize this, the main definitions of strategy are assayed, from which its most relevant
characteristics are then derived, representing the next step. Finally, based on the results,
an integrative framework depicting all the main interrelations relevant for the strategy
of sustainability is designed.
Sustainability has already in some cases been recognized as a strategy [24], [25], in
some cases as a perspective of a strategy [19].The need for its management has been
also widely acknowledged at different levels of the enterprise [26], [27]. The first definition of strategy is presented according to Porter [28], stating that strategy is the creation of a unique and valuable position, the way a firm chooses activities that differ
from those of the competitors. If sustainability is able to create such position and choose
differently its activities, it can be seen as a strategy. In addition, it would mean that it
does not have only to position itself with a unique and/or valuable position, but it also
has to relate this position to some operations within the enterprise. Namely, Porter [29]
defines operational effectiveness and the choice of strategic positioning essential for a

performance on the longer term. According to the second definition from Quinn [30],
strategy is: “The pattern or plan that integrates an organization’s major goals, policies,
and action sequences into a cohesive whole.” This would indicate sustainability to be a
viable strategy that has to encompass the enterprise as a cohesive whole, thus indicating
the urge for an internal fit. The concept of fit has been viewed as an internal consistency
among key strategic decisions or the alignment between strategic choices and critical
contingencies with the environment (external) [31], being essential for long-term success [32]. The third definition of strategy defines it as the pattern of decisions that determines and reveals its objectives and produces the principal policies and plans for
achieving those goals. It also defines the range of business the company is to pursue,
the kind of economic and human organization it intends to be, and the nature of the
contributions to various stakeholders [33]. Such patterns and principal policies can also
represent the integration of sustainability into the enterprise. According to this definition of strategy, priorities from the economic and human perspectives have to be assumed, as also to which stakeholders and to what extent the strategy should take into
account those elements. Finally, according to Barney [34] “a good strategy … neutralizes threats and exploits opportunities while capitalizing on strengths and avoiding or
fixing weaknesses.” This would indicate that sustainability within a manufacturing enterprise should be applied selectively, depending at least of the environment (legislative
and market) and the relative position of the manufacturing enterprise itself. Hence, this
means that sustainability is a viable strategy only when it presents itself as an opportunity to be exploited or as a threat that can be converted into an opportunity. However
each business strategy is unique [35], therefore contingent upon many factors.
4.1 The Cornerstones of the Strategy of Sustainability
In the previous section, the main characteristics of a strategy in general were presented. In this subsection, four main characteristics are chosen, from which the main
characteristics of sustainability strategy are derived. Afterwards the integrative framework for sustainability is depicted. Those two results constitute the cornerstone of sustainability for a manufacturing enterprise. The four main characteristics are the following (note: after each characteristic that is listed, it is then explained how it relates to
sustainability).
First strategic characteristic. A strategy enables the manufacturing enterprise to position itself with a unique and/or valuable proposition [28], [36]. Sustainability can enable to change the strategic positioning of an enterprise (e.g. accessing a new customer
segment). This positioning depends on the internal as well as on the external context,
which is the market (i.e. industry, competition, trends etc.), and the legislative environment that is defining among others incentives for sustainability in manufacturing.
Therefore, the positioning of a manufacturing enterprise based on the strategy of sustainability is contingent upon external context, which are the market and the legislative
environment (see Fig. 1).
Second strategic characteristic. A strategy neutralizes threats and exploits opportunities while capitalizing on strengths and avoiding or fixing weaknesses [34]. Hence,
the strategy of sustainability per se can represent itself as an opportunity or as a threat,
thus how sustainability is perceived by an enterprise is contingent upon multiple factors. In a supportive environment for sustainability, moreover a supportive legislative

(e.g. incentives for environment and social inclusiveness) and a supportive business
environment (e.g. consumers are willing to pay a premium for sustainability related
product-services), sustainability can represent a threat or an opportunity. Instances of
both presented. Firstly, it represents a threat to the focal enterprise, if it cannot take
advantage of the opportunities arising from the environment, while its competitors can.
For instance, the focal enterprise has to close down its production plant due to a CO2
emission excess or cannot take advantage of development funds related to sustainability
activities or cannot satisfy the new consumer trends, while its competitor can. However,
secondly, if the focal enterprise has the internal capabilities to deploy the strategy of
sustainability throughout its value chain and thus take advantage of the opportunities
arising from such environment, then sustainability presents itself as an opportunity. It
is even greater, if its competitors, on the other hand, are not able to take advantage of
them. This would indicate that the focal enterprise is deploying a new basis for their
long-term competitive advantage. Thirdly, if the focal enterprise intends to take advantage of the opportunities arising from sustainability, but it has assessed poorly its
own internal capabilities for deploying such a complex strategy, than this strategy is
seen as a threat. The application of such strategy would then impede the growth of its
long-term competitive advantage. This case can be classified as a threat and not a weakness, because the sustainability strategy arise from the environment and not from the
enterprise, however, it is also true that is transforming itself into a weakness after its
integration.
Third strategic characteristic. After positioning itself in relation to sustainability, the
manufacturing enterprise must choose activities that differ from the competitors and
relate them to the newly chosen position [28]. Based on the strategy of sustainability,
the enterprise must define its priorities in sustainability. They have to arise from the
strategy and reflect onto the operations, for which the adequate manufacturing tactics
have to be chosen.
Forth strategic characteristic. In order to be able to align the strategy with its tactics
and operations on one hand and to align them with the environment afterwards, managers must encompass the enterprise as a cohesive whole, while indicating the urge for
an internal fit [30]. Thus, two fits must exist. One that aligns the strategy with the tactical and operational level and the second that aligns the internal strategy with the environment. The former fit is essential, because according to a strategy of sustainability,
specific tactics and operations have to be chosen and well aligned. It means, for example, that if at the operational level a production line is optimized in terms of energy
efficiency, also sustainability related improvements should be undertaken at the tactical
level (e.g. product-services for sustainable consumption) as also should be aligned with
the strategy. Only at the point when the two fits exist (internal and with the environment), a manufacturing enterprise can be seen as an optimized sustainable system. Otherwise, inefficiencies and opportunity costs arise, that in turn does not increase maximally its long-term competitive advantage. As for the second fit, the one between the
enterprise and the environment is also crucial. Namely, if the legislative and business

Fig. 1.The Strategy of Sustainability – fit and positioning

environments are not supportive towards the application of sustainability in manufacturing, which is the case for countries where industrialization has just begun or is still
undergoing, then the strategy of sustainability for an enterprise in such an environment
has no meaning. It can even become a threat, if the focal enterprise invests considerable
amounts of resources into implementing sustainability, while no new business opportunities open up due to this investment.
The integrative model for sustainability of manufacturing is depicted on Error! Reference source not found.. One component is the environment, constituted by the legislation and market, while the second segment is the enterprise. It has three main subsegments, commencing with the strategy, going down to tactics and operations that are
critical for manufacturing, while all are supported and performed by managerial processes. Each element is made of three layers, representing the TBL. Furthermore, the
two fits can be seen with the two darker arrows, one among internal elements in the
enterprise (strategy, tactics, operations) and the second between the enterprise and the
environment. In the next research steps, it should be identified what exactly constitutes
a sustainability strategy, to go another step closer to operationalize sustainability in an
enterprise.

Conclusion
Sustainability through the perspective of a manager in a manufacturing enterprise was
delved. In order to do so, it was first assayed if sustainability was a viable strategy for
manufacturers, by leaning on the most renowned definition of the term “strategy”. After
confirmation, the key characteristics of the strategy of sustainability were derived. During the analysis, it was identified that sustainability is omnipresent in the enterprise as
well as in the environment. Hence, managers must manage the strategy of sustainability
integrally, taking into account all of its components within the enterprise (strategy, tactics, operations and management), the fit among them, as also the fit between the enterprise and its environment (legislature and market).
Managing those complex and dynamic interrelations, while leaning on the key characteristics of the strategy of sustainability formed the cornerstone of sustainability strategy in manufacturing enterprise. Nonetheless, sustainability strategy is not a standalone
strategy, but represents an additional basis for increasing the long-term competitive ad-

vantage. As it quite complex to manage, it is hence also very hard to imitate it, consequently being able to sustain such competitive advantage for a longer time, making the
strategy of sustainability a sustainable one for a manufacturing enterprise.
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